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Reviewing or Judging
Management Decisions
Julianna Royal, CPA

I listened with pleasure and interest to Mr.
Pilié’s speech. His talk was especially well pre
sented and obviously represented a topic that
was of vital interest to the speaker.
* I share his interest in the future of the ac
counting profession, and it is this interest
which prompts me to write these few remarks
on his topic.
I agree with the points Mr. Pilié raised to
the effect that the profession is advancing and
upgrading itself, and that the profession must
prepare for and participate in technological
advances in the business of recording, com
municating and auditing business transactions.
However, when it comes to reviewing or
judging management decisions in the role of
an independent third party, some additional
points should be considered.
Would the attest function regarding man
agement be limited to an opinion on the way
the company managers carried out policies and
directives, or would it go deeper into judging
management on such business decisions as:
Should “X” subsidiary have been bought or
sold?
Should new product “X” have been re
searched at all?
Should the company have taken a strike in
preference to settling a collective bargain
ing contract short of a strike?
If a CPA is to render his opinion just on
management’s execution of policies and direc
tives, then the criteria and safeguards men
tioned would likely be sufficient.
However, in my opinion, if a CPA is to
judge management on basic decisions, he must
meet stiffer criteria than those mentioned by
Mr. Pilié.
First, the CPA should earn his living in
private industry for at least ten years, five of
which should be spent at an attained level
which demands his participation in the level
of management decisions to be judged.
Until an individual knows that his livelihood
and the welfare of his family depend not only
on the expertness of his decisions, but also on
his ability to sell them and on his ability to
participate in team decisions, he has little or
no understanding of the pressures and con
siderations management experiences.
Secondly, the power to judge must be cou
pled with responsibility for that judgment.
A judgment in other professions brings
checks and balances immediately to the fore.
A judge in a court of law knows that his de
cisions may be reviewed by several high tribu
nals and, therefore, he is held accountable for
each decision individually.

The medical profession polices itself through
committees of doctors in most hospitals who
review diagnoses and treatments by individual
doctors admitted to practice in these hospitals.
Patients, themselves, act as barometers of the
doctor’s effectiveness as a decision maker. The
liability for malpractice reminds a doctor daily
that he is held responsible for his judgments.
Management in private industry is held re
sponsible by the results of operations as at
tested to by CPAs. Stockholders who are not
satisfied may change managements.
It should be remembered that “management”
as we speak of it is not a fixed group of in
dividuals in any one company. Within its own
ranks, management exercises the power to
judge each of its own members both upward
and downward. The individual manager whose
batting average in management decisions gets
too low is automatically subject to either dis
missal or relegation to an ineffective post.
Thirdly, what safeguards would be afforded
by law or by the CPA to protect management
from incorrect judgments by their outside
auditors?
Would the independent CPA sit in on man
agement meetings and register his judgment at
the time a decision was made, before it was
implemented?
Would his judgments be published after the
results of the decisions were known, so that
his record could be compared to management’s
by the stockholders?
This system would certainly develop CPAs
into better businessmen, but could danger
ously influence their independence at audit
time. For example—suppose a management
team decided to invest a material amount of
money in a new product line; the outside
CPAs agree, and so register their judgment.
After two or three years, the apparent success
or failure of the line depends on allocation of
R and D costs and manufacturing overhead.
Could the auditor then be any more independ
ent than management in judging “inventory
valuation” or “results of operations?”
If a CPA was to render an adverse opinion
on a particular management person or group,
and this opinion was contested by manage
ment, who would finally decide the correct
answer?
Would it be the stockholders, a court of
law, or a committee of CPAs?
These and other questions will need anal
ysis, investigation, and answers as the CPA
profession moves into the future.
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